Newtown Twinning Association application for hosting:
PLEASE NOTE that all the personal details you provide in this form will be kept
securely for the purpose of appropriately matching Hosts with their visitors and vice
versa for future visits to France.
THESE DETAILS WILL NOT BE SHARED.
PLEASE NOTE that if you are hosting, the basic requirements we ask of you are:
You provide suitable accommodation for your French guests, breakfast and an evening
meal when required for the duration of the exchange.
You are willing to provide transport between your home and venues within Newtown
where twinning events normally take place.
To enable us to match you with an appropriate guest or match you with a suitable
family from Les Herbiers please can you answer all the following 16 questions?

1. Please sign in the box below if you are able to sign electronically. If not we
will obtain your signature at the host meeting prior to the visit.

2. Your Full Name.

3. Your Full address including the Post Code.

4. Your Telephone numbers.

5. Your email address.

6. Your Date of Birth.

7. Please can you provide details of family household members. Ages / Names.

8. Please indicate the level of French that you / your partner have:
Good / A little / Not at all

9. Do you have any pets in your household.

10. If you are single please state your gender preference. M / F / NA

11. Do you have any specific dietary requirements. To help us plan organised
events during the hosting period.

12. Do you have any medical conditions you think we should be aware of, such
as allergies, Anaphylactic reactions, disability etc. As above.

13. If you have previously hosted and are keen to host the same people again,
please can you provide their full name If not N/A.

14. Do you or any of your family smoke in your house?

15. Please indicate if you would be able to host a single person, couple or more.

16. Is there any further information which you think might be relevant.

If you have any questions or you feel you need further clarification on any issue before
you complete this form, or you prefer to complete a written form then please send
your questions / enquiry to: newtowntwinning@gmail.com Or you can use the contact
form on our website. We will get back to you as soon as possible.
PLEASE NOTE that personal hosting details for your information will be sent to you as
soon as possible before the event takes place.
Personal host details will only be e-mailed to people directly using the email address
you provided on the form, they will not be made available on this site.
HAVE YOU COMPLETED THE FORM?
If you have please save this PDF document to your computer or phone and email a copy
to: newtowntwinning@gmail.com
WE WILL ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF YOUR EMAIL ASAP.
MANY THANKS

